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In this paper we study holomorphic rank two vector bundles on the blow-up of
C2 with vanishing Chern class. The restriction of such a bundle over the excep-
 .  .tional divisor splits as O j [ O yj for some integer j. We denote by M thej
moduli space of holomorphic bundles on the blow-up of C2 whose restriction
 .  .to the exceptional divisor is O j [ O yj . We prove that M is generically aj
complex projective space of dimension 2 j y 3. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Holomorphic vector bundles over complex surfaces have been exten-
sively studied by several different methods. See, for example, the books of
w x w xKobayashi 9 , Okonek, Schneider, and Spindler 10 , and Donaldson and
w xKronhheimer 2 . A fundamental result on the classification of rational
surfaces is: ``Every rational surface is obtained by blowing up points on
2  w x.either P or on a rational ruled surface'' see Griffiths and Harris 6 . This
result suggests that the understanding of vector bundles on rational
surfaces depends on the analysis of the behavior of vector bundles under
blow-ups.
Some works on holomorphic bundles on blow-ups are the papers by
w x w x w xFriedman and Morgan 3, 4 , Brussee 1 , and Qin 11 . Roughly speaking
we may see the ``difference'' between moduli spaces of bundles on a
rational surface and moduli spaces of bundles on one of its minimal
models by studying bundles on the blow-up of C2. In this work we
concentrate on the study of bundles on blow-ups in the local sense, that is,
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in a neighborhood of the exceptional divisor. Our approach is quite
concrete, as we give bundles explicitly by their transition matrices and
present the moduli spaces as quotients of Cn by an equivalence relation.
1.1. Statement of Results
We use the following notations:
&
2 2C s the blow-up of C at the origin
l s the exceptional divisor
E s restriction of the bundle E to l.l
Since we consider rank two bundles with zero first Chern class we must
 .  .have E s O j [ O yj for some integer j, by Grothendieck's theorem.l
&
2DEFINITION. M is defined as the moduli space of bundles on C whichj
 .  .restrict to O j [ O yj over the exceptional divisor.
For a bundle in M we give a canonical form of the transition matrix,j
from which we have two immediate corollaries.
COROLLARY 2.3. M consists of a single point.0
COROLLARY 2.5. M consists of a single point.1
Our main results are:
THEOREM 3.4. The moduli space M is homeomorphic to the union2
1  4 1P j p, q , of a complex projecti¨ e plane P and two points, with a basis of
open sets gi¨ en by
 4  4U j p , U : U g U y f j p , q , U : U g U y f ,
where U is a basis for the standard topology of P1.
THEOREM 3.5. The generic set of the moduli space M is a complexj
projecti¨ e space of dimension 2 j y 3 minus a closed sub¨ariety of complex
.codimension bigger than or equal to two .
Remark. The moduli space M also contains complex projective spacesj
of every dimension smaller than 2 j y 3, each one deleted of some closed
subvariety.
Remark. M is not Hausdorff. For example, the direct sum bundlej
z j 0 .given by is ``arbitrarily close'' to any other bundle.yj0 z
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2. THE CANONICAL FORM OF TRANSITION MATRIX
&
2 2 2 .4  .4We write C s U j V, where U s C s z, u , V s C s j , ¨ ,
  4.  .  y1 .U l V s C y 0 = C with the change of coordinates j , ¨ s z , zu .
Naturally, we first look at line bundles. It turns out that holomorphic line&
2bundles on C are classified by their Chern classes. This can be easily seen
1  . .using the exponential sheaf sequence and the fact that H O y1 , O s 0.
For rank two bundles with coordinate charts U and V as above we give a
canonical form of the transition matrix.
&
2THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a holomorphic bundle on C satisfying E ,l
 .  .O j [ O yj . Then E has a transition matrix of the form
z j p
yj /0 z
from U to V, where
2 jy2 jy1
l ip s p z u .  i l
is1 lsiyjq1
In particular the bundle E is algebraic.
 .  .Proof. Because E , O j [ O yj , a transition matrix for E from Ul
to V takes the form
z j q ua ucT s ,yj /ud z q ub
where a, b, c, and d are holomorphic functions in U l V. In order to
obtain the desired form of the matrix, we change coordinates three times
as follows.
Step I. This shows E is an extension using the change of coordinates
1 0 j 1 0z q ua uc .yj /  / /h 1 j 1ud z q ub
! . ! .Step II. This shows 0 ª O yj ª E ª O j ª 0 is exact using the
change of coordinates
h 0 j j 01 1z q ua uc .yj / /  /0 h 0 j0 z q ub2 2
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Step III. This finds the formula for the polynomial p using the
coordinate change
1 h j 1 jz uc .yj /  / /0 1 0 10 z
In each of these steps the j 's and the h 's are holomorphic functions in U
and V, respectively. All three steps use the same technique, so it is enough
to see the detailed proof of Step I, which follows.
Proof of Step I. As indicated above, in this step we perform the
coordinate changes
1 0 j 1 0z q ua uc .yj /  / /h 1 j 1ud z q ub
 .After this multiplication the entry e 2, 1 of the resulting matrix is
j yje 2, 1 s h z q ua q ud q huc q z q ub j . .  .  .
 .  y1 . j  . yjThe term independent of u in e 2, 1 is h z z q j z z . Choosing0 0
 y1 . yj  . j  .h z s yz and j z s z we cancel this term and e 2, 1 becomes a0 0
multiple of u.
Inductively, assume that the values of h , h , . . . , h and j ,0 1 ny1 0
j , . . . , j have been chosen so that they cancel the coefficients of1 ny1
0 1 ny1  . nu , u , . . . u in the expression for e 2, 1 . The coefficient of u in the
 .expression for e 2, 1 is
h zy1 z jqn q j z b z , zy1 q F n z , zy1 , .  .  .  .n m i
mqisn
n y1 . y1where F z, z is a holomorphic function on z and z . We separate
F n into F n s F n q F n where F n is the part of F n containing theG 0 - 0 G 0
non-negative powers of z and F n is the part of F n containing the- 0
negative powers of z. We then choose the values of h and j asn n
h s zynyjF n and j s z jF n . These choices cancel the coefficient ofn - 0 n G 0
n  .u in the expression for e 2, 1 .
w xRemark. In 8 J. Hurtubise finds a similar form of the transition matrix
for bundles on a product P1 = U where U is an open set in C, using
Grothendieck's Theorem on Formal Functions. A similar approach does
not work in our case, as it depends on the vanishing of a cohomology
group, which does not happen on the blow-up. However, it is possible to
prove Hurtubise's Theorem for bundles on P1 = U using our method of
coordinate changes.
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2.1. The Moduli Spaces M and M0 1
It turns out that for each of the cases j s 0 and j s 1 there is only one
possible bundle up to isomorphism.
&
2COROLLARY 2.2. A holomorphic rank two ¨ector bundle E on C which&
2is tri¨ ial when restricted to the exceptional di¨ isor is tri¨ ial on C .
Proof. Let j s 0 in Theorem 3. Then p s y2 y1 p z lui s 0 andis1 lsi i l
the transition matrix for E is the identity.
We may restate this as:
COROLLARY 2.3. M consists of a single point.0
&
2COROLLARY 2.4. A holomorphic rank two ¨ector bundle E on C which
 .  .has the restriction E , O 1 [ O y1 splits into a sum of line bundles.l
Proof. Let j s 1 in Theorem 2. Then p s 0 0 p z lui s 0 andis1 lsi i l
z 0 .the transition matrix for E is .y10 z
We restate the previous corollary as
COROLLARY 2.5. M consists of a single point.1
3. THE MODULI SPACES Mj
Next we investigate when two distinct transition matrices from Theorem
3 give holomorphically equivalent vector bundles.
 4LEMMA 3.1. If p9 s l p for some l g C y 0 , then the matrices
z j p z j p9
and
yj yj /  /0 z 0 z
gi¨ e holomorphically equi¨ alent ¨ector bundles.
Proof. Just write down the isomorphism as
j jz p9 z p1 0 1 0s . / /yj yj0 1rl /  / 0 l0 z 0 z
To see that the value l s 0 must indeed be excluded from the above
proposition we have the
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EXAMPLE. The holomorphic bundles E and F, given by transition
matrices
z 2 zu2 z 2 0and ,y2 y2 /  /0 z 0 z
respectively, are not holomorphically equivalent. In other words, the
bundle E does not split.
Recall that if Y is a closed subvariety of a variety X, defined by the
sheaf of ideals I, then the nth formal neighborhood of Y in X is the
quotient O rI nq1. To simplify the notation we will write our polynomialX
p as p s p q p q ??? qp where p is the term in ui.1 2 2 jy2 i
PROPOSITION 3.2. On the first formal neighborhood, two bundles E1. and
E1.9 with transition matrices
z j p z j pX1 1and ,
yj yj /  /0 z 0 z
X  4respecti¨ ely, are isomorphic if and only if p s l p for some l g C y 0 .1 1
Proof. The if part follows from Lemma 5. Now suppose E1. and E1.9
are isomorphic. According to our notation we have p s  jy1 p z lu1 ls2yj 1 l
and pX s  jy1 pX z lu. We will write the isomorphism in the form1 ls2yj 1 l
j X a b jz p z pa b1 1s , /  /yj yj /  /c d g d0 z 0 z
where a, b, c, and d are holomorphic in U, and a , b , g , and d are
holomorphic in V. On the first formal neighborhood, this yields the
following set of equations
a z q a z u z j q pX c z s a zy1 q a zy1 zu z j 1 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .0 1 1 0 0 1
zyj c z q c z u s g zy1 q g zy1 zu z j 2 .  .  .  .  . .  .0 1 0 1
b z q b z u z j q pX d z s a zy1 p .  .  .  . .0 1 1 0 0 1
q b zy1 q b zy1 zu zyj 3 .  .  . .0 1
zyj d z q d z u s g zy1 p .  .  . .0 1 0 1
q d zy1 q d zy1 zu zyj . 4 .  .  . .0 1
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Recalling that p and pX are multiples of u and equating terms that are1 1
 .  .  .  y1 .  .  y1 .independent of u in 1 and 4 gives a z s a z and d z s d z ,0 0 0 0
respectively. Therefore a , a , and d are constants and a s a and0 0 0 0 0
 .d s d . Next we equate terms in u in Eq. 3 , obtaining0 0
b z uz j q pX d s a p q b zy1 uzyj , .  .1 1 0 0 1 1
 . Xwhich forces b and b to vanish. Equation 3 now becomes p d s a p1 1 1 0 0 1
and we observe that p and pX differ by a constant.1 1
It remains to show that d and a are nonzero. Taking terms that are0 0
 .  . j  yj . yjindependent of u in Eq. 3 we have b z z s b z z , which implies0 0
 .  y1 .b z s b z s 0. It follows that over the exceptional divisor our0 0
coordinate change has determinant a d , hence a d s a d / 0.0 0 0 0 0 0
3.1. The Moduli Space M2
 .In the particular case when j s 2 our polynomial is p s p q p z u10 11
q p zu2. We want to define a topology in M which is in some sense21 2
3 z2 p .natural. For this we define a function F : M ª C r; by ªy22 0 z
 .p , p , p . To make F a well defined function we need the appropri-10 11 21
ate equivalence relation ; which is given by
 .  .  X .4  .  .i p , p , p ; l p , l p , p if p , p / 0, 0 , l / 010 11 21 10 11 21 10 11
 .  .  .4ii 0, 0, p ; 0, 0, l p , l / 0.12 12
PROPOSITION 3.3. The map F : M ª C3r; is a bijection.2
Proof. We show that F is well defined. It is then easy to see that it is a
bijection. Suppose we have isomorphic bundles with corresponding polyno-
 . 2  X X . X 2mials p s p q p z u q p zu and p9 s p q p z u q p zu .10 11 21 10 11 21
Based on Proposition 3.2, we know that pX and p differ by a constant1 1
d pX s a p . Without loss of generality we may assume a s d s 1 and0 1 0 1 0 0
consider p ; l p, for l / 0. We write the isomorphism in the form
a b 2 y2z p9 z ypa bs  /y2 2 /  /  /g d c d0 z 0 z
a q zy2 pXc z 4 b q z 2 p9d y ap y pp9c .
s ,y4 y2 /z c d y z pc
a b y1a b .  .where is holomorphic in z, u and is holomorphic in z , zu. Weg dc d
need to analyze what constraints this puts on p and pX . To begin with it21 21
follows that c s  c z iuk with i, k both G 0. Now looking at theiyk F 4 i k
 . y2 y11, 1 term we have that a s a q z p9c must be holomorphic in z , zu.
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This means that the coefficients of a must be chosen to cancel out in the
expression for a all elements having z iu j with i ) j. Writing a in power
 . ` ` i jseries a z, u s   a z u and plugging into the equation for a weis0 js0 ji
obtain the following constraints for a,
p pa c11 1012 03s ya c /  / /0 p13 0411
p p Xa c p11 1023 14 21s y y c .04a c  / /  / /0 p24 15 011
and other equations for the coefficients of u3, u4, . . . .
 .  .Using term 2, 2 we get analogous equations for d, namely, if d z, u s
` ` d z iu j, thenis0 js0 ji
d p p c12 11 10 03s c / /  /d 0 p 0413 11
d p p c p23 11 10 14 21s q c .04c  / / /  /d 0 p 15 024 11
and other equations for the coefficients of u3, u4, . . . .
 . 4 2 .Looking at the 1, 2 term we have that b s z b q z p9d y ap y pp9c
is holomorphic in zy1, zu. This means b has only terms z iuk for i F k.
We can ignore terms involving z i for i G 4 since z 4 b is available to
remove them. So, to eliminate terms with z iuk for i ) k we only need to
consider the equation in terms up to u2. This imposes only the condition
2 2 .that the terms in u and u in the expression z p9d y ap y pp9c be
holomorphic in zy1, zu. But the u-coefficient vanishes, so we only need to
impose the condition that the coefficient of z 3u2 be equal to zero, namely
pX y p y p2 c y 2 p p c y p2 c .21 21 10 03 10 11 02 11 01
q p d y a q p d y a s 0. .  .10 11 11 11 10 10
If p q p z / 0 the equation can be solved for any values of p and pX10 11 21 21
 .by choosing appropriate values of a and a , and we get relation i . If10 11
X  .p q p z s 0 the equation implies p s p , and we get relation ii .10 11 21 21
We now give M the topology induced from the correspondence F.2
THEOREM 3.4. The moduli space M is homeomorphic to the union2
1  4 1P j p, q , of a complex projecti¨ e plane P and two points, with a basis of
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open sets gi¨ en by
 4  4U j p , U : U g U y f j p , q , U : U g U y f ,
where U is a basis for the standard topology of P1.
Proof. Take the topology on M induced by F.2
Note that the moduli space M is not Hausdorff. Intuitively we can say2
 .  .that the direct sum bundle O j [ O yj is ``arbitrarily close'' to any
bundle on M . The same statement holds if we replace the direct sum2
z2 l zu2 .bundle by a bundle given by transition matrix . A similar detailedy20 z
w xdescription of the moduli space M appears in 5 .3
3.2. The Moduli Space Mj
THEOREM 3.5. The generic set of the moduli space M is a complexj
projecti¨ e space of dimension 2 j y 3 minus a closed sub¨ariety of complex
codimension bigger than or equal to two.
Idea of the Proof. We define a function M ª C Nr; by the rule
z j p .  .ª p ; p ; ??? ; p , where the right side is just theyj yjq2, 1 yjq3, 1 jy1, 2 jy20 z
coefficients of p. Generically, the restriction of our polynomial to the first
formal neighborhood is nonzero. By tedious calculations similar to the
ones in Proposition 3.3 one shows that in this case the higher formal
neighborhoods are neglectable except in a subset of codimension at least
.two . In the first formal neighborhood p has 2 j y 2 coefficients and from1
Proposition 3.2 we have the relation p ; l p which gives us the projec-1 1
tive space of dimension 2 y 3.
Remark. The moduli space M also contains complex projective spacesj
of every dimension smaller than 2 j y 3, minus some closed subvariety.
Projective spaces of dimension 2 j y 3 y i appear from bundles with
corresponding polynomials that vanish up to the ith formal neighborhood.
Remark. If we give M the topology induced from C N, then M is notj j
 .  .Hausdorff. For example, the bundle O j [ O yj is ``arbitrarily close'' to
any other bundle in M .j
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